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INTRODUCTION:
BOREDOM IS A BARRIER

Twenty-fi ve students are gathered in groups around a cluster of black lab tables. 
Laptop computers are open; small whiteboards, rags, and markers are piled 
on every available surface. There’s a low buzz of voices as students discuss the 
“Fourth of July Cannon” video they watched the previous night, a brief clip that  
let them accurately measure the lightning-fast movement of a fi red cannonball.

Peter Bohacek speaks over the commotion. “Our goal today is what?” he 
asks. “Can you create an argument from evidence about whether an object is 
moving at a constant velocity or not?”

The students quickly get to work scrawling numbers, tables, and graphs on 
the whiteboards, occasionally stopping to wipe off the ink and start over. 
Bohacek circles the room and stops to talk with each group. “Where is the 
data?” he prods one. “Is it going at a constant speed?” he asks another. After 
a few minutes of asking and answering questions, he announces, “All right, 
we’ve got some really, really good work.”© H
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He pulls one student’s name from a jar of Popsicle sticks, and she and her 
partner stand to present their results to their classmates. Velocity is constant, 
they explain, because the cannonball moves the same distance every fraction 
of a second. Other students then question them about their “uncertainty 
value,” their Y-intercept, the relevance of a constant slope.

“How can you tell if the slope is changing if there is uncertainty?” Bohacek 
asks. He illustrates t he possibility on his own whiteboard, showing a slightly 
curved line. “Is it possible the velocity changed? Is it possible there could be 
some way it wiggled through the uncertainty bars?”

It is possible, the students acknowledge with some dismay. But he draws 
them back with careful wording: “Within our ability to observe, it is moving at
constant velocity.”

Bohacek then asks all the students to summarize in their own notes:  What 
have we learned from this? What have we fi gured out so far? Together, they 
derive and discuss the equation for velocity—distance over itme—and 
are ready to move on to acceleration (classroom observation, September 
14, 2016).

I visited Peter Bohacek’s class at Henry Sibley High School, south of St. 
Paul, Minnesota, in early autumn, when his students were just embarking on 
their yearlong physics course. What I found was a collaborative, engaging, 
and challenging environment. Students discussed and debated; they made 
mistakes and questioned each other. Is it going at constant speed? Where are 
we supposed to put the data? Which one is distance over time?

While they worked, they talked and laughed and smiled. With Bohacek’s 
expert guidance, they constructed their own understanding of physics princi-
ples. They got it. Perhaps more surprising is that I got it, too. Years after strug-
gling through my own high school physics class—never really making sense 
of all of those equations—I realized that I could still learn these concepts. 
If only I had had a teacher like him, a teacher who makes physics engaging.

The last time I studied physics was in 1983. What I remember is this: 
my teacher lectured us in a monotone voice, writing equations on the board 
while I sat quietly in my rigid wooden seat, trying to take notes and fi ght 
off sleep.

In Bohacek’s class, every student was engaged. They were noisy and 
moving around, but they were on task, talking about physics, asking mean-
ingful questions. In my class, as I remember it, nearly everyone was quiet, 
motionless, and bored.
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Most of my high school classes in the early 1980s were like this. I liked 
many of my teachers personally, and there were a few highlights, like an 
international relations simulation in World History class, where my friend 
and I got to be Saudi Arabia. (This was the early ’80s, so we spent most of our 
time threatening to cut off everyone’s oil supply.) I also remember staging 
a talk-show interview with Julius Caesar in AP English Lit, testing our own 
blood types in AP Biology, and my favorite: writing and designing the high 
school newspaper, the Lion.

Most of my class time, though, was spent sitting still, passively receiv-
ing knowledge and hoping I would remember it long enough to take the test.

In physics, I fell asleep so frequently while leaning on my right elbow that 
I saw a doctor for elbow pain. I remember that more clearly than anything 
about physics. In freshman biology, I slept through a yearlong series of wild-
life fi lmstrips, and on a few occasions, I remained there, dead to the world, 
when the bell rang. No one bothered to wake me. In AP US History, I tried to 
take good notes, but sometimes my pen just trailed off the page or into non-
sense. At home later, I would try to decipher the mess.

This makes me sound like a terrible student, but I wasn’t. I was consid-
ered a good student, top of my class, editor in chief of the newspaper. I passed 
seven AP tests and went to the University of Michigan on an academic schol-
arship. I liked learning, and I liked most academic subjects. Reading was 
probably my favorite hobby, and I did logic puzzles for fun.

I was also well prepared for an academic environment. I grew up in a 
middle-class family with two parents who were college graduates, in a stable 
household in a safe neighborhood. I never went to bed hungry, never worried 
about my parents’ fi nances, never lacked school supplies, never questioned 
that I would go to college. Aside from dozing off and passing notes to my 
friends, I behaved myself at school—no truancies, no detentions, no distract-
ing other students or pulling out my Walkman. I was, honestly, terrifi ed at the 
thought of getting in trouble.

Thanks to all of these factors—my intrinsic motivation, my unwillingness 
to cause trouble, and my supportive environment—chronic boredom barely 
impacted my grades, my behavior record, or my future plans. Unfortunately, 
for too many of our students, this is not the case.

More than thirty years after I graduated, most high school classes are 
still boring. Eighty percent of classes are still taught by traditional lectures—
the same method in use one hundred years ago—and too many adolescents 
cannot learn that way. This was always the case, but in the 1980s (and earlier) 
it was just accepted that many teenagers would drop out or age out. Today, 
we want everyone to graduate. We say we want everyone to be ready for 
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college, technical training, or the workforce. That won’t happen if we don’t 
change the way we teach.

Intrinsically motivated students with parental support can thrive—or at 
least endure—despite chronic boredom, like I did. But they are not every 
student, and they are not enough. For other adolescents, the kids who really 
need us to engage their brains and motivate them to learn, boredom is devas-
tating. It’s a “huge barrier to entry,” according to Dr. Jennifer Vogel-Walcutt, 
a psychologist who has studied boredom at the neurological level (personal 
interview, October 16, 2016). In fact, it’s the number one reason for dropping 
out of high school, according to The Silent Epidemic (Bridgeland, DiIulio, 
and Morison 2006, iii). Boredom causes students to lose focus and motiva-
tion, and it disconnects them from what we are trying to teach them.

If we want better outcomes for our students, we need to stop seeing 
boredom as a harmless corollary to schooling or a given, something teen-
agers will just have to endure, like we did. We must learn to engage our stu-
dents, so they will have the motivation to learn from us.

WHY WRITE ABOUT BOREDOM?

When I graduated from high school in 1985, I never planned to return. I imag-
ined a career in law or genetics research. In high school, I had fallen in love 
with journalism—one of my few really interactive classes—and I continued 
to pursue that as well, spending nearly all my free time in college holed up 
in the Michigan Daily offi ces. In the end, journalism won out. I majored in 
political science, hoping it would help me understand current events, and I 
began reporting for the Wichita Eagle in 1989.

That job is what unexpectedly led me back to the classroom. A few years 
in, I became the lead education reporter, and I started spending my days in 
schools interviewing teachers, children, parents, and politicians—and trying 
to make sense of education reform.

The early 1990s fell right in between A Nation at Risk and No Child 
Left Behind. We were not yet focused on the achievement gap, the Common 
Core, and the charter school movement. Still, the issues I reported on were 
much the same as the issues today: Why do students drop out? Why are we 
falling behind the world in technical fi elds? Why are poor and nonwhite stu-
dents less likely to graduate and go on to college? How can we motivate 
reluctant learners?

As I listened to school board members, superintendents, and teachers 
argue about these issues, meeting after meeting and month after month, I 
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grew increasingly frustrated by my outsider status. If I wanted to understand 
why American public education wasn’t working, I realized, I would have to 
see it from the inside. I would have to become a classroom teacher. In 1992, 
I returned to college and earned my teaching license in social studies with an 
“endorsement” to teach English.

In fall 1994, nine years after my own graduation, I was back in a public 
school classroom—this time, trying to teach literature and writing to middle 
school students on the west side of Wichita.

I found that my fi rst students were much like me at age fourteen (or 
sixteen), but less patient, less forgiving, less interested. When I lectured, their 
eyes quickly glazed over. They tuned out, distracted themselves, and in some 
cases refused to do any work at all. Memorably, one young man held his 
breath until he passed out. (During my student teaching at a different school, 
a student even started a fi re in the back of the room.) I thought I was smart 
and interesting and had something to offer, but eighth graders could cut me 
down to size with a smirk or a sideways glance.

What did I really know?, they seemed to wonder. Who did I think I was, 
trying to make them sit still and listen?

I did a lot of soul-searching those fi rst few years, and there were plenty of 
tears and after-school conversations with colleagues, where I tried to fi gure 
out what I was doing wrong. Should I be stricter? More lenient? Did the kids 
even respect me? Why did some kids seem like they understood the lessons, 
then bomb the tests?

It was already my second career, and I didn’t want to fail. I knew I had to 
fi gure out how to win over my students. I was not going to discipline them 
into submission; in my mind, that was giving up. Even if I had wanted to, I 
was not a credible authoritarian. I couldn’t even do “strict.” Figuring out how 
to engage them was my only option.

Eventually, I realized I should put myself in the students’ shoes. I tried 
to listen to myself talking and think about how my teenage self would have 
responded. Was I actually compelling? Or was I just trying to shove irrel-
evant facts at bored kids? Did I really think my students were going to be 
engaged by challenging vocabulary words or parts of speech or My Antonia, 
just because I wanted them to be? If not, how would I hook them?

By the time I moved on to teaching high school social studies in Minne-
sota three years later, I had picked up a few more teaching strategies, like 
using better, open-ended questions to start discussions and connecting the 
content to students’ lives and experiences. More important, I had learned 
to take student boredom as useful feedback rather than as a personal insult. 
I still felt upset when students nodded off or misbehaved, but I empathized 
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with their boredom. I realized that teaching would be an ongoing battle for 
students’ attention, and I would have to work at it if I wanted to win.

CHANGING WHAT WE DO

I wish I could say there was one aha moment, one book that made a dif-
ference or one professional development workshop that showed me how to 
deeply engage teenagers. There wasn’t. Becoming less boring was hard, and 
it took a long time. It’s still a work in progress—some days I still see the eyes 
glazing over, and I hate it.

Over the past twenty years, I have tried pretty much everything—jigsaw 
assignments, “each one, teach one,” structured debates, goldfi sh bowl dis-
cussions, review games, History Day competitions, journalism “write-offs,” 
mock trials, fi eld trips, fl ipped classroom assignments, online discussions, 
and volunteer activities. Some lessons worked well—like piquing students’ 
interest in Civil Liberties class by telling stories about actual people, like 
Richard Jewell (wrongly suspected of planting a bomb at the Atlanta Olym-
pics) and Joey Johnson (who went to the Supreme Court to fi ght for his right 
to burn the American fl ag). Others fl opped, including lessons that relied way 
too much on student presentations to teach content.

Over time, I discovered that some strategies were particularly effective: 
engaging students in discussions about meaty, current topics; running class-
room simulations and well-constructed competitions; providing opportuni-
ties for creative problem solving; and challenging students to do authentic 
work, like running a newspaper or starting a business. I knew I was doing 
better when students started saying things like, “This class goes by so fast” 
and “Thank you for making Gov interesting—I never cared about it before.” I 
loved it when one student stopped me on a late-night bus leaving the state fair 
and told me she was excited to vote in her fi rst presidential election because 
of my class a few years earlier. I also loved when a former student, majoring 
in economics at a prestigious school, stopped by to tell me I had tricked him 
into liking economics, that it wasn’t nearly as interesting in college. (He’s a 
teacher now.)

I decided to write this book to share what I’ve learned and what research 
shows about effective teaching strategies. In the process, I’ve found that 
many teachers, like Peter Bohacek, are on a similar journey. Bohacek, who 
dramatically improved his students’ physics performance by using “white-
boarding”—letting students collaboratively solve problems and share their 
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solutions on small whiteboards—is now developing “Direct Measurement 
Videos” that other teachers can use to enrich their students’ understanding.

I also met Kelly Gallagher, a chemistry teacher in Linden, New Jersey, 
who “hires” her students to be teams of hospital interns, who then spend the 
entire year of Anatomy and Physiology class testing “patients” for various 
disorders before presenting diagnoses.

I met Robin Moten, whose “Flex” students in suburban Detroit spend their 
school days in student-led, open-ended discussions on topics like globaliza-
tion and humanity. I met Scott Steketee, now a professor at the University of 
Pennsylvania, who is determined to make math learning visceral and intuitive 
by creating interactive technology that lets students experience functions.

Despite the amazing work being done in these classrooms, though, we 
have a long way to go. A lot of research shows that many teachers—in public, 
private, and charter schools—continue to teach exactly the same way they 
were taught, or even more rigidly.

When the late Grant Wiggins surveyed thousands of students in 2013–14, 
he found that the majority of American high school students reported being 
“bored each day in many classes,” “bored most of the day,” or “bored all 
day.” Fewer than 5 percent reported that they were “rarely bored during a 
typical day in classes” (Wiggins 2014). A 2012 Measures of Effective Teach-
ing (MET) study sponsored by the Gates Foundation found that little has 
changed in classroom instruction since the early 1900s. The researchers 
watched videos of thousands of teachers, and they rarely observed students 
engaged in active learning strategies like problem-based learning, question-
ing strategies, and reasoning (Kane and Staiger 2012, 15).

Sarah Fine, a Harvard graduate student working with Professor Jal Mehta, 
conducted visits to thirty American schools that were reputed to be models 
of deeper learning methods. What she found instead was “a grim reality.” 
Even in highly esteemed schools, “most classrooms were spaces to passively 
sit and listen,” she wrote in her essay “A Slow Revolution,” published in the 
Harvard Educational Review. “Most work was comprised of tasks that asked 
students to recall or minimally apply what they had been told” (Fine 2014, 3).

There are many bright spots in American schools, many individual teach-
ers who are challenging the status quo and fi nding ways to motivate even 
reluctant learners, but there is tremendous inertia holding us back from a 
more wholesale change. Changing how we teach is scary and diffi cult, and 
it requires patience, training, and support. This kind of change seems even 
more daunting today, when we add in high-stakes testing and constant pres-
sure on teachers to do more with less.
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I hope that in the following pages, I can persuade you that it’s worth 
it. Teaching with high-engagement strategies takes more planning, more 
thought, and more energy than forcing students to sit still and listen, and 
sometimes it means pushing back against administrators and other forces, 
trying to make us do “more of the same.” But active learning works much 
better than passive learning, and it is a lot more enjoyable—not just for the 
students, but for us.
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